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The Kontakt new sound engine (introduced in version 5.1.1) uses a new mathematical approach to
sound design which allows for more fidelity in very low frequency sample reproduction. This new

algorithm allows the musicians to sculpt a sample with much more control and precision. We’ve also
added a ton of new sounds to the Kontakt library. The new sounds will unlock many interesting new

creative possibilities for you. A great example of how the new sounds can help you is the Strings
sound. The Strings is a new sample that contains a beautifully tuned guitar sample along with a bit of

reverb and space-like distortion. By blending the strings on a pitch bend track, the user can get
really new and interesting results with the String sound. Here are some examples of the string

samples you will find in Kontakt 6. Kontakt has been built with the idea in mind that you can be a
little bit lazy in the studio, so you can add a sound, tweak it, and get creative with it. You can simply
load the “String” sample and start experimenting with it. You can also use the “Tune” function to see

how the string would sound if you would tune your guitar. The Kontakt library is jam-packed with
samples. All sounds are organized into categories. The categories allow you to quickly browse and
find sounds that are related to instruments, voices, percussion, sound effects, and so on. There are
sound effects categories such as effects, sports, sci-fi and many more. We want Kontakt to be an
amazing DAW, we don’t want it to be an approximation of a DAW. Kontakt should be a DAW and
have all the features and functions that you need when you work with a studio and make music.
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generate any kontakt instrument manually with the new
instrument function. or use the insert new instrument button

and drag and drop an audio or file instrument from a file
manager or exs24 file into a kontakt session. connect a regular

kontakt instrument with the new add plug-in to an existing
kontakt instrument, enabling you to add extra parameters to a
kontakt instrument, saving you the need to create a whole new

instrument. you can create instruments like this with no
latency at all, all through the editor as well. there might be
some problem with your vsl, as usually something like this
would be a result of the sound card issues, not the actual

instrument. really awesome template. great sounding
instruments, makes you want to make a song! i was just about
to get kontakt 4, you just saved me a heap of money :) thanks

a lot, i will come back to check it out.best wishes from
australia, cedric hopf hi kontakt, on 6.3.0, i'm trying to save a
kontakt patch with all effects on a nks type instrument library.

but every time i save, kontakt automatically removes the
effects. i'm not sure if it is a new bug or a new option in 6.0.

maybe someone had this issue and knows how to fix it. is
anyone still having trouble with the kontakt 6.3.0 update? i'm
having a problem and am not sure whether or not it's a bug or
something else. i'm getting the following message when i try

to load a song i made a while ago: localized string corrupts, or
does not exist. or error while reading data from

file: $safedata$ load fail. please report this message to native
instruments  5ec8ef588b
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